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WITHOUT MUSIC (and LIBRARIES) LIFE WOULD BE a MISTAKE 
 
by Jeff Harr (Onondaga Community College) 
  
   “Without music life would be a mistake.”  
    Friedrich Nietzsche, (_Why Am I So Wise_) 
  
Some years ago I had lunch with OCC’s Public Affairs  
Director who told me she was hearing more and more county  
legislators referring to libraries as non-essential  
services which she found terribly upsetting. She thought  
librarians had to do more to let people know that  
libraries are vital and to help people see them as she  
does - the heart of every good community.     
  
Let’s face it, there are some things that you’d like  
people to know but it wouldn’t help much to tell them.  
Sometimes the best you can do is to create an  
imaginative space where they can begin to figure it  
out for themselves. And in my mind there’s no better  
way than a bit of dabbling in the arts to help  
enliven even the most dormant of imaginations and help  
us to see things in an altogether different light.  
And since I’m quite passionate about music I thought  
why not begin there… 
  
   “[An important] lesson the arts teach us is that  
   the way something is formed matters.”  
   Elliot W. Eisner (_The Arts and the Creation of  
   Mind_) 
  
It might help you to know that I’ve been collecting  
albums for the better part of 50 years. The Byrds'  
_Mr. Tambourine Man_ - for each person there is a  
first - was either the beginning of my record  
collection or pretty darn close to it. Previously  
I’d been collecting “singles” for I grew up during  
the heyday of the 45 rpm record. But in late 1965  
things changed quite a bit when The Beatles released  
_Rubber Soul_. The prescient Brian Wilson, sensing a  
momentous change in direction, mused [paraphrasing  
alert], ~the songs on Rubber Soul all sound like  
they come from the same place as if they were  
connected in some unseen manner. I couldn't deal with  
it. It blew my mind. And I said I've got to do that.  
I've got to try that with the boys [the Beach Boys].~  
And so he did on The Beach Boys’ magnum opus  



_Pet Sounds_.  
  
   “Woody’s [Guthrie] music got me. It went inside  
    my heart and that’s where it stayed. You hold  
    onto these things.” Bob Dylan  
  
I’d like to think that most of us have encountered a  
particular piece of music that has struck the  
proverbial chord inside us, sideswiping our very  
psyche. And we know the intoxicating effect music  
can have on us – our hearts made easier and better  
in stunned reverence. For art is born of heart not  
head.   
  
Since I’ve been fortunate to have had numerous such  
encounters over the years I began to consider ways  
in which to share them with the campus community  
that also would “count” towards my true aim: a subtle  
reminder that the library is bigger than anything we  
think it is. Those of you who know me, know that the  
question - how do I want to present the library? -  
always comes to the fore.  
  
It was in this spirit that the “Albums That Shook the  
World” series was born. The series features albums  
with a "purpose” i.e., albums that transformed music's  
landscape, risked truth, encouraged the unorthodox,  
ignited imagination, opened possibilities, raised our  
collective consciousness, explored what it means to  
be truly human, and altered perceptions of what the  
world could be.  It was my hope that each “chapter”  
might evoke both nostalgia and freshly relevant  
parallels between the past and the present, that it  
might shake us out of the complacency of “business  
as usual,” and thereby kindle thought and reflection. 
  
  “Nothing stands between you and music except  
   your ears and our ears are open whatever our  
   minds may be.”    [Regrettably, I no longer recall  
   where I discovered this although it might have been  
   from a PBS documentary on music.] 
  
The series debuted in spring 2005 with _Bringing It  
All Back Home_. I used film clips of Bob Dylan and  
the others involved in the making of the album to  
tell the stories behind it. This proved to be an  
auspicious beginning. The album “worked” well as  
a first chapter, the title worked as a metaphor,  



and, more importantly, I had found a way to tell  
the subsequent tales!   
  
Since then there have been 13 additional chapters.  
You can see the entire list here:  
http://library.sunyocc.edu/news/events/albums.php  
The highlight of the series had to be Frank Doble’s  
whimsical volume 13 - Jimi Hendrix: Will I Live  
Tomorrow, an album that never existed. But if it  
had, it would most certainly have shaken the world.  
  
I considered “discontinuing” the series after  
_Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club_ [volume 14]  
simply because I thought I had reached the top of  
the mountain. It was, after all, the most  
influential album in rock music history. But then  
I heard the faint whisperings of other albums  
wanting “in,” their voices and spirit still  
intact…  
  
  “Where the deepest word ends, there music  
   begins…” Herman Melville (_Pierre, or the  
   Ambiguities_) 
  
So this year there will be four more chapters  
[and dare I say an unfolding of a charming  
interconnection and relation between them] added  
to the series: 
  
This fall: 
The Beach Boys’ _Smile_ 
The Bands’ eponymous second album  
  
And next spring: 
The Ramones' eponymous first album 
Simon & Garfunkel’s _Bridge Over Troubled Water_ 
  
Much as we would like to have you join us here  
at Coulter Library, I know that the chances are  
very slim that you will be able to attend any or  
all of what’s “queued up.” But even if you can’t  
make it, find a copy of the albums and play on… 
  

  

  



"YOU'VE GOT RECORDS? SINCE WHEN? CAN I CHECK THEM  
OUT?" 
 
 THE LONG PLAYING RECORD COLLCECTION at SUNY 
COBLESKILL 
by Katherine Brent, Cobleskill 
 
[Editor's note: Katherine mentions that the  
collection is "visually intriguing".  One loss of 
the digital music age is the album cover.  Fine 
arts programs, courses in graphic design, perhaps 
those studying cultural anthropology might  
benefit by perusing these covers.] 
  
The Van Wagenen Library at SUNY Cobleskill like  
many academic libraries has odd ducks in its  
collection.  Cat skeletons go on reserve for the  
anatomy classes; texts on robotic milking make  
the acquisitions list.  Sometimes it’s the format,  
not the content, that makes an item unusual; the  
anachronism that is our record collection is the  
most obvious example of these. 
  
The library spent most of the past four years  
undergoing renovations.  The goal being to bring us  
out of 1973 and into the 21st century a bit more  
emphatically than with just a new paint job would. 
When the construction was done, we moved the record  
collection – some of which is straight out of  
1973 – into one of the most visible locations on  
the main floor.   
  
The library’s record collection was mostly acquired  
prior to 1990 – which means it predates all the  
librarians currently on staff.  This cutoff date  
also means that much of the collection is  
physically older than most of our students.  The  
original rationales for acquiring an audio  
collection can only be guessed at, but part of it  
is likely the same reason the library has a  
collection of popular books:  offering a few  
entertainment and relaxation options to the campus  
community.  At the same time, some of the records  
in the collection could easily support various  
programs on campus – early childhood education,  
wildlife, liberal arts, and others.  In addition,  
teaching cultural competence is part of the College’s  



strategic plan, and many of the records in the  
collection could in some way support that initiative. 
  
Compared to our other audio-visual collections, the  
record collection is fairly large; we have 1,229 titles  
in LP record format, compared to 1,982 videos,etc in  
all formats (DVD, VHS, and filmstrip).  Although the  
video recordings are integrated in the  
collection, the record and compact disc collections  
are both shelved as discrete units.  The CD collection  
is cataloged in the Library of Congress system,  but  
all of the records are cataloged using the ANSCR  
classification system (Alpha-Numeric System for  
Classification of Recordings).  Although ANSCR allows  
for fairly narrow groupings, to get an idea of the  
overall composition of the collection, several  
categories have been amalgamated here:  the classical  
collection, recordings for children, and the spoken  
word titles.   
  
The first section I want to highlight, however, is not  
hugely represented.  About 2% of the collection is  
classified as “electronic or mechanical music”.  Included  
are relatively early works, such as those by Isao Tomita,  
in a genre that evolved into today’s dance and  
electronica music.  The presence of these titles in the  
collection is something of a curiosity, but it reflects  
the breadth of the collection. 
  
The classical collection (23% of the titles, including  
orchestral, operatic, and other similar works) is rather  
standard; nothing in it jumped out as “Hey, I’m cool  
and unusual!”  All the big names are accounted for: Bach,  
Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Chopin, the _Carmina Burana_,  
the requisite E. Power Biggs recordings, and some George  
Winston for a splash of more recent piano works.  Many  
albums are instructional in nature, with music  
representative of a particular time period, form, or  
instrument.  A few of the albums are interesting for  
their local connection: the Albany Symphony Orchestra,  
the Schoharie Valley Concert Band. 
  
Overall, the popular music sections account for 28% of  
the collection, and even taken individually, some of the  
sections are fairly large: just the rock, rhythm, and  
blues section is a little over 8% of the collection.   
If there is an overall description for this subset, it  
would be, almost indisputably, eclectic.  The albums are  



generally popular: the Beatles’ _Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely  
Hearts Club Band_, Van Halen’s _1984_; but the gamut of  
the rock genre from the 1950s to the 1980s is there:  
Chuck Berry, Alice Cooper, Chicago, the Sex Pistols,  
Bruce Springsteen, Tina Turner, Mick Jagger, the Who.   
Although not every popular group or artist is  
represented (we are noticeably lacking in Pink Floyd  
albums), what we do have tends to be well known for  
its time period. 
  
The jazz section is even larger than the rock  
section – over 12% of the collection as a whole – and  
is similarly eclectic.  In some ways this part of the  
collection is like name-dropping;  the greats of the  
first seventy or eighty years of jazz are well represented  
by Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Miles  
Davis, Ella Fitzgerald, John Coltrane, and many more.   
There’s a dozen or so collected works which focus, to a  
greater or lesser degree, on the development and history  
of jazz.  Although the rock collection has only one or  
two albums for most of the artists represented there,  
the jazz section has more incidences of having half a  
dozen albums by a well-known musician or group. 
  
What we don’t have a lot of – which surprises me, between  
our agriculture programs and my having grown up in a  
farming community – is country music.  Whether it was the  
mood of the campus at the time the collection was being  
built or taste of the selectors, or simply the difference  
between rural New York and rural Indiana, only 2% of the  
collection is classified as country/western. 
  
The spoken word sections in total make up a surprisingly  
large part of the collection – about 17%.  Like the rest  
of the collection, the offerings vary widely.  Radio  
offerings include Laurel & Hardy and complete episodes of  
the _Green Hornet_.  The poetry collection is a fairly  
large part of these sections, and it includes recordings of 
Robert Frost, Sylvia Plath, and T. S. Eliot, among others.   
The prose options are equally intriguing: Leonard Nimoy  
reading Ray Bradbury; Tolkien reading from his works.   
A section of historical recordings (famous speeches, oral  
history, documentary recordings) could be useful in history  
or communications classes. 
  
The recordings for children make up about 13% of the  
collection. Included are many interesting titles that could  
still be useful to our early childhood programs: recordings of  



award-winning and well-known children’s literature (_A Wrinkle 
in Time_, _The Chronicles of Narnia_, _James and the Giant  
Peach_, _The Velveteen Rabbit_, Beatrix Potter’s works),  
songs and rhymes for finger plays, children’s songs, and  
others.  Several items in the small soundtrack section  
complement this area:  _The Muppet Movie_, _Follow that Bird_. 
  
Among the other recordings still useful to the College’s  
academic programs is a small collection of frog, bird, and  
insect sounds.  The wildlife programs routinely use recordings  
in some of their classes.  Folk and traditional music, both  
American and international, make up over 9% of the collection,  
and several of the recordings in that section could complement  
the College’s minor in Native American studies. 
  
So, what kind of use does the collection get?  Not much.   
Since we moved it to its most recent location, there have been 
comments ("You’ve got records?  Since when?  Can I check  
them out?").  A dearth of record players on campus is probably  
hindering its use.  The library acquired a new record player  
around 2007 to replace a long-dead unit; it’s one of the newer  
ones that connects to a computer and can convert tracks to  
digital formats.  Now that the collection is more visible, we’re  
exploring other options for making them actually usable by  
our patrons.  USB units can be had for as little as $30, and  
other stand-alone units don’t cost much more. 
  
Why keep the records?  Why not switch to more CDs?  Keeping  
versus weeding the record collection has been discussed in  
recent years.  But unlike, for instance, the VHS tapes we  
still have in the collection, the records, by and large,  
don’t degrade just by sitting on the shelf.  Some of the  
library’s VHS tapes have reached the age that they are so  
old that they no longer play, or at least not understandably,  
and we handle those as they crop up.  But when considering  
which of our older media formats to update – VHS or the  
records – the VHS tapes generally will win.  Unlike our audio  
collections, our video collections are actively used.  Based 
on usage and With a limited budget, DVDs are generally a  
better use of the library’s money than CDs. 
  
These aren’t necessarily arguments for keeping the records,  
but paltry CD circulations also don’t argue for replacing the  
records with CDs.  What it does suggest is that physical audio  
formats are already dead for our students.  The collection is  
visually intriguing, and the shelving accommodates displays of  
other materials alongside them.  Their content is still good;  
although tangential to many programs.  The children’s and the  



spoken word recordings especially still have some relevance  
to the curriculum.  One day the record collection will go away,  
other than whatever the library decides to keep in the  
historical collection, but for now, while the content is still  
potentially useful, we’d like it to be usable. 

  

  

  



SUNY LIBRARIANS and the IITG  
INNOVATIVE INSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY GRANTS 

 
"The State University of New York today announced recipients  
of the 2012 Innovative Instruction Technology Grants (IITG)  
program, which funds campus innovations and initiatives that  
have the potential to be replicated throughout the SUNY  
system and benefit students and faculty worldwide...Of the  
117 proposals submitted, 48 were selected to receive awards  
across three different funding tiers.  These awards will  
foster study and development of educational gaming tools,  
e-textbooks, online classes, e-portfolios for lifelong  
learning, and more." (SUNY press release)   
  
The successful grant proposals from SUNY librarians are 
featured here.  Congratulations.  And good work!  "Librarians  
across SUNY had a significant presence in this inaugural round 
both as participants and reviewers", indicates Dr. Lisa Stephens  
who is overseeing the Innovative Instruction Technology Grant  
program for the Office of the Provost.   
  
[Editor's note: principal investigators were asked to 
submit information about their project; the extent of 
the detail provided was left up to them.] 
  
"Developing a SUNY-wide Transliteracy Learning  
Collaborative to Promote Information and  
Technology Competencies for the 21st Century" 
  
To be an informed citizen, it is critical to be  
able to identify, gather, evaluate, manage, and  
present information, regardless of its format.  
We are inundated with information, and its  
pervasiveness and the ease of web searching leads  
to the feeling that we are adept consumers of it.  
Yet that is often a misconception. Information  
literacy is a knowledge set that takes effort to  
learn, as does any discipline. Librarians have  
long taught students to become more fluent in  
this area, but as the information universe becomes  
increasingly vast and multi-faceted, it is critical  
for all educators to play a role.   
  
The term “transliteracy” is being used in the grant to  
highlight the need for individuals to be literate  
across media. According to the Transliteracy Research  



Group, “Transliteracy is the ability to read, write  
and interact across a range of platforms, tools and  
media from signing and orality through handwriting,  
print, TV, radio and film, to digital social  
networks.”  Just as information now appears in many  
guises, information consumers are increasingly  
information producers, thanks to social media, and  
must share what they produce in a responsible manner.  
  
The genesis of the grant is the work that Thomas Mackey  
and Trudi Jacobson have been engaged in on metaliteracy,  
a framework for related literacies with a focus on  
metacognition and on producing and sharing information.  
Their article on metaliteracy, which appeared in  
the January 2011 issue of College & Research Libraries,  
has generated much discussion, and is being expanded  
into a book, to be published later this year by ALA  
Editions. The grant will allow a spectrum of educators  
to develop a SUNY-wide think tank and incubator for  
promoting transliteracy and will establish SUNY in  
the forefront of higher education institutions  
committed to developing students as lifelong creators  
of information in all forms. The mix of co-PIs from a  
variety of types of SUNY institutions fit the  
Chancellor’s SUNY-wide goals for collaboration and  
systemness.  
  
Specific goals of the grant include  
* addressing the transliteracy learning needs of high  
   school students as they transition to college;  
* developing a virtual learning community focused on  
   exploring transliteracy in which SUNY students could  
   connect with each other and students worldwide;  
* creating an easily customizable open educational  
   resource;  
* a subject-based template that capitalizes  
   on SUNYConnect electronic resources; and  
* investigating a potential SUNY-wide transliteracy  
   badging system. 
  
Principal Investigator: 
Trudi Jacobson, University at Albany 
  
Co-PIs 
Thomas Mackey, Empire State College 
Mark McBride, Buffalo State  
Michael Daly, Fulton Montgomery Community College 
Michele Forte, Empire State College 



Jenna Hecker, University at Albany 
Ellen Murphy, Empire State College 
  
"The E-Textbook Opportunity: The Time is Now for SUNY" 
  
The IITG project, “The E-Textbook Opportunity: The  
Time is Now for SUNY,” will use IITG funds for the  
licensing of electronic versions of textbooks, or  
e-textbooks, that are used in common courses across  
three SUNY schools: SUNY Brockport, SUNY Delhi and  
the University at Buffalo. Leveraging the extensive  
licensing and resource delivery expertise of the  
participating libraries, this pilot project seizes  
the opportunity that the recent emergence of  
e-textbooks represents to serve SUNY students more  
efficiently both academically and financially.  The  
pilot will investigate the opportunities and  
challenges of implementing e-textbooks across  
diverse SUNY campuses. 
  
Principal Investigator:  
Dean Hendrix (University at Buffalo) 
  
"SUNYport:  Portfolio site for SUNY students" 
  
Open access scholarly communication and collaborative  
research have become a vital characteristic of university  
and college academic endeavor. Raising awareness about  
traditional publishing, copyright, digital rights  
management and the benefits of openly sharing data and 
research through Creative Commons licensing is critical  
for emerging scholars.  Students should understand the  
potential of collaborative work and understand technology  
that supports and fosters it. 
  
Proposal: We are proposing a project which will establish  
a SUNY instance of VIVO, connected with an institutional  
repository to serve as an integrated platform. This system  
will have a dual purpose. First, it will support scholarly  
communication education and provide students with an 
initial opportunity to openly publish work on the internet.  
Second, the resulting platform will serve as an on-going  
e-portfolio site for SUNY students. 
  
Components: The project will include live seminars, webinars  
and video presentations to raise student awareness, and  
develop interest in online publishing. The actual student  



content generated will serve students going forward. As an  
online space for their vita and work, 
SUNYport will help establish professional identities and  
serve our students when seeking employment, promotion and  
success in their field. While there are many e-portfolio  
sites on the internet, this site would have the SUNY brand  
and carry a more compelling message for prospective employers. 
  
Deliverables: 
1. We will produce a final report about the effectiveness of  
VIVO and DSpace as a platform for student e-portfolios. It  
will analyze the prospects for expanding the system to all  
SUNY students. 
2. We will produce videos of seminars, webinars and training  
covering scholarly collaboration and open access as well as  
the mechanics of making open repository submissions. 
3. We will produce a supported and operational VIVO instance  
for student e-portfolios, 
  
Continuing availability of student submissions will be provided  
through the SUNY DIgital Repository, operated by the Office of  
Library and Information Services. 
  
Principal Investigator:  
Mark  Ludwig (University at Buffalo) 
  
Co-PI's and Key Partners: 
A. Ben Wagner, SUNY Buffalo 
Dean Hendrix, SUNY Buffalo 
Andrew Perry, SUNY Oneonta 
  
"SUNY Open Textbooks" 
 
Summary of Purpose: 
Creating open access content for Open SUNY that scales  
means developing new service frameworks; libraries can  
help provide that new infrastructure.  The SUNY Open  
Textbook IITG grant will fund an innovative and  
collaborative pilot to develop SUNY open textbooks and  
develop the venture partnerships to sustain open textbook  
publishing among SUNY institutions.  The grant  
specifically provides incentive funding to invite faculty  
to create open textbooks during a pilot phase that; 
· expands access to education,  
· builds a community of practice for creating cost-effective  
   course readings, 
· engages libraries in publishing pilots that help to  



   encourage access to higher education, and promotes  
   academic reusable content models, 
· explores student roles in publishing with faculty,  
· develops publishing skills and infrastructure that  
   can support Open SUNY, and can expand to other forms  
   and genre of publications, 
· utilizes a hybrid distribution model; free access online  
   and a fee for print on demand publishing editions. 
  
The SUNY Open Textbook proposal is a pilot incentive  
program to encourage a community of practice among libraries  
that invites faculty to publish an open textbook.  SUNY Open  
Textbooks is unique approach that is a collaborative framework  
and innovative partnership of faculty, librarians,  
instructional designers, and SUNY Press to develop open  
textbooks and hybrid publications that meet critical needs  
in higher education.     
  
In addition, student participation in creating SUNY Open  
Textbooks is encouraged; a bonus incentive would be offered  
if faculty authors add student participation in the research  
and development of their Open Textbook; learning about  
scholarly communications by applied publishing activities  
provides a unique research, teaching and learning opportunity.   
  
Basic Outline: 
Form distributed team to serve as the collaborative  
publishing partnership for SUNY Open Textbooks, current  
partnership includes;  
· Libraries participating in the call for proposals to  
   faculty and coordinating publishing program: SUNY Geneseo,  
   College at Brockport Library, University at Buffalo  
   Libraries, Upstate Medical Library, Environmental  
   Science & Forestry Library.   
· SUNY Press - Donna Dixon, Co-Director and Dan Flynn, A.D.,  
   Revenue & Business Operations, will be engaged in meetings  
   to consult and advise on aggregators, conversion services,  
   issues (permissions, resolution, etc.), royalties,  
   suppliers and vendors in book distribution, etc. 
  
The pilot involves a call for publishing an open textbook.   
Topical target publications may be established by participating  
libraries and integrated into the request for authors and  
editors, one such topic of interest would be a textbook on  
Environmental Health.  The call for author submissions to  
publish an open textbook would outline various criteria,  
to be established and include the Creative Commons License  
applied.  The submissions would be reviewed and awards  



distributed upon completion.  Incentive awards might be  
scaled to the type of textbook program, for example, if  
students are integrated into the research and publishing  
process, their involvement and learning assessment would  
make supervising faculty authors eligible for a bonus award. 
  
· Team of librarians from participating libraries will  
   help develop and market a call for proposals to faculty,  
   review proposals, select proposals to publish, and  
   manage awarded projects from manuscript to production.   
   Additional advice and consultation supplied by SUNY Press,  
   and Instructional Designers. 
· Milne Library (SUNY Geneseo) will dispense SUNY IITG grant  
   funding as faculty stipends, for example, the incentive  
   model may be: 
     o   Authors: $3,000 
     o   Editors:  $1,000 
     o   Bonus for involving/assessing student participation  
          in creating open textbook: $1,000 
· Milne Library will provide an open text platform, for example,  
   Open Monograph Press, an open source monograph system  
   available from the Public Knowledge Project and the SUNY  
   Digital Repository may also be used to mirror the site 
· While the textbooks are free online, Milne Library will  
   also add the open text to Amazon’s Print-on-Demand  
   publishing and distribute royalties (above cost of production)  
   possibly as: 
    o   Authors: $10 / sale  
    o   Author’s Department: $1 / sale 
  
Principal Investigator:  
Cyril Oberlander (Geneseo) 
  
Co-PI's and Key Partners 
Dean Hendrix, University at Buffalo 
Charles Lyons, University at Buffalo 
  
"Engaging  Students in Information Literacy and Digital  
  Literacy through Emerging Technologies" 
 
Library services and literature research have changed  
dramatically since ESF 200 began in the last 1970’s.  
The SUNY-IITG grant will advance the Library’s mission to  
help people access a wide variety of resources and utilize  
emerging technologies like mobile interfaces, apps, and  
cloud computing. Imagine taking pictures to share while you  
explore “the Moon”, learning how to get to important  



databases from anywhere with an internet connection, and  
using new software to enhance collaboration with peers.  
Librarians will help students understand the entire research  
process as well as the many different ways to do research.  
This is just a first step for Moon Library to meet the needs  
of the 21st century scholar.  
  
Principal Investigator:  
Jessica L. Clemons (SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry) 
  
Co-PI's and Key Partners 
Stephen P. Weiter, Director, College Libraries, SUNY ESF 
  
"IL  Fox – The Virtual Toolbook for Information Literacy  
 Initial Research" 
 
Description:  
This IITG funded project consists of conducting preliminary 
research into the development of an online information  
literacy (IL) toolbook to promote information and digital  
fluency.  At this time there is no comprehensive information  
resource to support students' information literacy needs.   
This tool  is designed to fill a void for students as well  
as faculty at the statewide, national, and international  
levels.  
  
It will incorporate key information literacy concepts at  
multiple levels. First, it will provide a dictionary defining  
pertinent words and terms from the information literacy   
curriculum, such as proximity searching and cyberterrorism.   
Second, each dictionary definition will link to a supporting  
encyclopedia entry detailing each term, with an overview,  
history, and relevant examples.  Additionally, the entries 
will contain sections designed to spark deeper thinking for  
student exploration by hyperlinking to relevant sources  
(for example, the page for Fair Use could link to the  
online video A Fair(y) Use Tale).  Lastly, for pedagogical  
purposes, the resource will provide access to 
definition-specific lesson plans (best practice examples) to  
foster sharing and collaboration across SUNY campuses and  
beyond.  
  
Principal Investigator: 
Carol Anne Germain (University at Albany) 
  
Co-PI's and Key Partners: 
Tor Loney, Albany 



John Pardavila, Albany 
  
"Giving/Getting  Access to Scholarly and  
  Instructional Material" 
 
One of the initial events to  
be supported under the the SUNY Provost’s  
newly-established Innovative Technology Grants  
program is a conference on Friday, October 26 at  
The College at Brockport. The event is intended to  
continue conversation and outreach to SUNY faculty  
and build on topics related to intellectual property  
rights, fair use, open access and more.  This one-day  
conference (held during Open Access Week,  
October 22-26) will help faculty and researchers  
understand and safeguard intellectual property rights  
in producing and consuming information. The May 2012  
federal court decision in the closely-watched Georgia  
State University case makes the conversation especially  
timely. The program will include discussion of  
copyright and licensing environments in general, and  
alternatives to current models including the open access  
movement. The conference will address questions such as, 
"How do new publishing alternatives affect my  
scholarship, instructional design, and teaching?" and  
"What should I tell students producing new projects  
about protecting their Intellectual property?"  
Participants will come away with an awareness of key  
issues, trends and best practices in the use of  
scholarly and instructional materials. 
  
Featured speakers will be: 
• Joan Lippincott, Coalition of Networked Information,  
   “What’s on the Horizon for Higher Education Publishing?” 
• K. Matthew Dames, Syracuse University, “The Piracy  
    Paradigm: framing U.S. copyright law.” 
• Tim Bowen, Copyright Clearance Center, will provide  
    an industry perspective. The CCC was involved with the  
    GSU case. 
• Melissa Levine, U of Michigan, HathiTrust, “Academic  
    authors, open access scholarship, and preserving  
    rights” 
  
David Lavallee, SUNY Provost, will address the event  
(by video conference) and Carey Hatch, SUNY Associate  
Vice Chancellor for Library and Information Systems,  
will provide the SUNY perspective. 



  
Please join us for this important conversation.  
  
It is anticipated that the speakers’ presentations will  
be streamed on the web. More details on this will be  
announced soon. 
  
Principal Investigator: 
Mary Jo Orzech (Brockport) 
  
Co-PI's and Key Partners: 
Andrew Perry, SUNY Oneonta 
  
  



ADDITIONAL SUNYConnect UPDATES 
  
SUNYConnect Welcomes ESF. 
SUNYConnect is all of SUNY (minus the Cornells) plus 
Alfred University.  No longer will another exception 
be needed (i.e. "the Cornells and SUNY College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry").  The OLIS has  
been working with ESF to bring them into the fold. 
  
ESF had already been adding interesting content to 
the SUNY Digital Repository, such as notes, drawings 
and photos from the work of landscape architect 
Fletcher Steele.  Their library databases now  
feature SUNYConnect resources including Academic Source 
and Environment Complete.  We are expecting some great 
additions diversifying the SUNY collection with ESF's 
participation in the newly re-started SUNYOne  
initiative. 
  
The OLIS staff have also been working with ESF,  
Syracuse University and Ex Libris in planning and 
readying for a migration of the ESF catalog and services 
to the SUNYConnect LMS.  With that, the 57th library 
will be hosted on the SUNYConnect shared servers. 
  
Welcome ESF! 
  
Task Force Announcements. 
The SUNY Council of Library Directors and OLIS discussed 
formation  of two work groups at the SCLD Fall Meeting: 
• Shared Cataloging and Authorities Task Force  
Work with OLIS to document standards to be followed for  
workflow within a shared cataloging and authorities  
environment based on one record for each bibliographic entity. 
(excerpt of committee charge) 
• Discovery Systems  Task Force  
Evaluate the benefits and costs of a SUNYConnect-wide  
discovery system. 
(excerpt of committee charge) 
  
SUNYOne is Back. 
Eleven SUNYConnect libraries have opted to participate 
in the round of the Diversifying the SUNY Collection 
initiative.  Once again University at Buffalo is taking 
a leadership role in providing oversight, administrative 
and accounting services for the project.  SUNYOne  
diversifies the SUNY collection by acquiring library 



materials that have been requested by students, faculty 
or staff and that are not available from any SUNY library. 
  
Thanks to Brockport, Buffalo, Buffalo State, Cobleskill,  
Cortland, ESF, Jefferson, Morrisville, Nassau, New Paltz,  
Oneonta and Plattsburgh for making SUNYergy a reality. 
  
Ebook Purchase on Demand. 
Eleven SUNYConnect libraries are participating in the 
ebook purchase on demand project from the Western NY 
Library Resources Council.  The program is using EBL 
(EBook Library) "demand driven acquisition" services. 
OLIS has loaded 5400 records for each of the  
SUNYConnect participants on the shared servers.  Along 
with University at Buffalo, those campuses are Brockport, 
Buffalo State, Cobleskill, Cortland, Erie, Geneseo,  
Monroe, Morrisville, Oneonta and Potsdam. 

  

  

  



NOTABLE NOTES, CITABLE CITES from AROUND SUNYConnnect 
LIBRARIES 
  
Open Access Week (October 22-28, 2012) 
Some Open Access Week events at SUNYConnect libraries: 
  
University at Albany - The University at Albany Libraries  
celebrated Open Access Week 2012 with exhibits and a  
program of activities on Tuesday October 23. 
  
Open Access Week, a global event now entering its 6th year, is  
an opportunity for the academic and research community to  
continue to learn more about the potential benefits of Open  
Access, to share what they’ve learned with colleagues, and to  
help inspire wider participation in making Open Access a new  
norm in scholarship and research. Open Access to  
information – the free, immediate, online access to the results  
of scholarly research, and the right to use and re-use those  
results as needed – has the power to transform the way  
research and scientific inquiry are conducted. It has direct  
and widespread implications for academia, medicine, science,  
industry, and society as a whole. 
  
University at Buffalo Libraries offered an extensive array of  
programs during OA Week: 
“UBIR: Submitting Items into the Institutional Repository” 
“Textbook Affordability: Making Sense of the Options” 
“How Publishing Decisions Affect Your Research Impact” 
“Reading Goes Electric: The Rise, Evolution, and Significance of the eBook” 
“Authors’ Rights: A Brief Introduction” 
  
Brockport - "Giving and Getting Access to Scholarly  
and Instructional Materials" Friday, October 26th, a One-day  
conference on issues surrounding recent Georgia State case,  
intellectual property, fair use, open access and more. 
                                                        
October - Information Literacy Month 
SUNYConnect librarians figured prominently in New York  
designating October 2012 as Information Literacy Month. 
See http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/54_focus.htm 
for more details. 
  
Federal Depository Library of the Year. 
Congratulations to the UB Libraries for being designated the 
Federal Depository Library of the Year 2012.  “The award  
commends the UB Libraries for sharing their federal government  



documents expertise with other libraries in the region and  
across the nation, and applauds the UB Libraries’ efforts to  
provide services that assist other depository libraries  
in processing U.S. government publications”. 
  
Jamestown and Banned Books Week. 
Take a look at the video "McSpacey Investigates: Banned Books  
Week 2012" 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUrdMstrqhQ   
  
Mark McBride Lauded by ACRL 
Buffalo State's Mark McBride was designated the  
Association of College and Research Libraries Member of the 
Week (week of October 1, 2012). 
  
ACS, Potsdam. 
See http://scienceblogs.com/confessions/2012/10/01/around-the-web-suny-potsdam-vs-american-
chemical-society/ 
for one source providing a rundown on comments, reactions, 
etc, etc. to Potsdam's announcement that they plan to scale 
way back on American Chemical Society subscriptions. 
  

  

  



LINKABLE LINKS 
 
Each issue of SUNYergy provides a select listing of internet  
addresses that are either discussed in that issue or are  
particularly relevant to current topics. 
SUNYConnect 
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/default.htm 
  
SUNYConnect Support Portal 
http://wiki.sunyconnect.suny.edu/display/OLIS/Support+Portal 
  
SUNY Union Catalog  
http://search.sunyconnect.suny.edu/ 
  
SUNYConnect Web Log 
http://blog.sunyconnect.suny.edu 
  
SUNY Council of Library Directors' web 
http://scld.wordpress.com/ 
  
SUNY Digital Repository 
http://dspace.sunyconnect.suny.edu/ 
  
Innovative Instruction Technology Grants 
(first round recipients) 
http://www.suny.edu/provost/IITG.cfm 
  
IITG Press Release 
http://www.suny.edu/sunynews/News.cfm?filname=2012-08-02-IITGRelease.htm 
  
SUNY Strategic Plan 
http://www.suny.edu/powerofsuny/pdf/SUNY_StrategicPlan.pdf 
  
Albums That Shook the World Series 
http://library.sunyocc.edu/news/events/albums.php 
  
Open Access Week site 
http://www.openaccessweek.org/ 
  
"Walking away from the American Chemical Society" 
http://www.attemptingelegance.com/?p=1765 
  
One Round-up on ACS and Potsdam 
http://scienceblogs.com/confessions/2012/10/01/around-the-web-suny-potsdam-vs-american-
chemical-society/ 
  
"SUNY Potsdam Takes Tough Stand Against American Chemical Society Prices" 



http://www.arl.org/sparc/media/SUNY_Potsdam_Takes_Stand_Against_American_Chemical_Society_Pr
ices.shtml 
  
  
'SUNYergy, SUNY Libraries Working Together' is a publication of the State  
University of New York Office of Library and Information Services. The  
publication is sent out via email and published at  
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default.htm 
four times a year (January, April, July, October). 
  
Mailing Address: 
Office of Library and Information Services 
SUNY Plaza 
Albany, New York 12246 
Phone: (518)320-1477 
  
Editors: 
John Schumacher john.schumacher@suny.edu 
Laura K. Murray laura.murray@suny.edu 
  
Other Members of the Office of Library and Information Services are: 
Karen Gardner-Athey karen.gardner-athey@suny.edu 
Carey Hatch  (Associate Provost for Academic Technology & Information Services) 
carey.hatch@suny.edu 
Marguerite (Maggie) Horn maggie.horn@suny.edu 
Gail Pawlowski gail.pawlowski@suny.edu 
Connie Perrin connie.perrin@suny.edu 
Maureen Zajkowski maureen.zajkowski@suny.edu       
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